There exist f.g.-universal cellular automata groups which are quotients of Z * Z2 or Z2 * Z2 * Z2, as previously conjectured by the author.
Theorem 1. Let G ′ ∈ {Z * Z 2 , Z 2 * Z 2 * Z 2 } and let m, n ≥ 2 be arbitary. There is a homomorphism φ : G ′ → RCA(m) such that φ(G ′ ) contains an embedded copy of every finitely-generated group of RCA(n).
Proof. First consider G ′ = Z * Z 2 . To show this for all m, n ≥ 2, it suffices to show it for some m, n ≥ 2, by [1] . We let B with |B| ≥ 2 be arbitrary and C = {0, 1} and use the alphabet A = B × C, with B Z the "top track" and C Z the "bottom track". By [3] , there exists a finitely-generated group H of cellular automata containing a copy of every finitely-generated group of cellular automata. By Lemma 7 in [3] (more precisely, its proof), for any large enough ℓ and unbordered word |w| = ℓ, if a group G ≤ RCA(B × C) contains π| [w]i and π| [ww]i for all π ∈ Alt({0, 1} ℓ ) and all i ∈ Z, then G contains a copy of H. The notation π| [u] i is as in Definition 2 of [3] , and means that we apply π on the second track if and only if u appears on the first track, with offset i. Now, let w ∈ B ℓ be unbordered where ℓ is as above, and very large. We construct a 2-generated group G containing the maps π| [w]i and π| [ww] i , such that one of our generators is an involution.
holds. Such F exists [2] . Our generators are the partial shift on the first track, i.e. σ 1 (x, y) = (σ(x), y), and the map
Let F ′ be any finite set of even permutations of sets of the form {0, 1} k such that every even permutation of {0, 1} m for any large enough m can be decomposed into application of permutations in F ′ in contiguous subsequences {i, i + 1, ..., i + k − 1} of the indices {0, 1, ..., m − 1}. It is well-known that there exist such universal reversible gate sets. Note that {F } need not be such a set: we may need to use more than m coordinates to build permutations of {0, 1} m using translates of F .
For any i, since w is unbordered and of length ℓ, the maps f i , f i+1 , ..., f i+ℓ−n compose in the natural way, just like translates of F inside {0, 1} ℓ . By universality of F , as long as ℓ is large enough, the maps f ′ | [w]i , f ′ ∈ F ′ , are generated. By the universality property of F ′ , we have π| [w]i ∈ G for all π ∈ Alt({0, 1} ℓ ). Now, we need to show that also π| [ww]i ∈ G. For this, pick a large mutually unbordered set U ⊂ {0, 1} ℓ , i.e. any set such that u 1 , u 2 ∈ U have no nontrivial overlaps. For example we can pick U = 0 ℓ−k−2 1{0, 1} k 1 for any k such that k < ℓ−4 2 . By the above, we can perform any even permutation of U under occurrences of w. For two permutations π 1 , π 2 ∈ Alt({0, 1} ℓ ), with supports contained in U , a direct computation shows
so for |U | ≥ 5 (ℓ has to be large enough for this) we have π| [ww]i ∈ G for all π ∈ Alt({0, 1} ℓ ) with support contained in U .
For two permutations π 1 , π 2 ∈ Alt({0, 1} ℓ ), a direct computation shows Thinking of x ∈ (B ′ × B × C) Z as having three binary tracks, and writing σ 0 and σ 1 for the shifts on the first two tracks, it is easy to see that σ −1 0 × σ 1 is the composition of two involutions, say σ −1 0 × σ 1 = a • b. In the proof of universality in [3] , the shift on the first (B-)track is only used to construct the generators of an arbitrary f.g. group, but total sum of shifts is 0 in the elements giving the embedding. Thus, G = a, b, f 0 , where f 0 is as above but ignores the B ′ -track, is clearly f.g.-universal, and a quotient of G ′ .
